SALISES is proud to highlight the work of its Research Fellows. Beginning in September 2018, the work of one Research Fellow will be highlighted over a two-month period. Please visit the exhibit at the Norman Girvan Documentation Centre and look out for related activities.

Dr Natalie Dietrich Jones

Migration and development scholar applying qualitative methodologies to the study of vulnerable migrants’ lived experience and immigration policy design and management in the Caribbean context.

Activities

**September 1 - October 31**
Profile display in the Norman Girvan Documentation Center, SALISES

**September 19 at 3:30pm**
SALISES Staff Seminar ‘The Venezuelan crisis and its implications for small island developing states in the Caribbean Basin’
SALISES, Conference Room One

**September 23**
Interview, ‘On Campus’ radio program aired at 2:00pm on Newstalk 93FM and 4:00pm on RJR 94FM

**October 8 at 10:00am**
Panel Discussion facilitated by the Migration and Development Cluster
SALISES, Conference Room One
Launch of Windrush (month-long) exhibition (in collaboration with National Library of Jamaica) in the Norman Girvan Documentation Center, SALISES

**October 26 at 4:00pm (TBC)**
Screening of the movie ‘Small Island’, based on the novel by Andrea Levy
SALISES, Conference Room One

**October 31**
Launch of the Migration and Development Cluster website

Follow Natalie @NDietrichJones

@SALISESMona #SALISESResearch #SALISESMona